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Classical geometry: conic sections

Menaechmus studied conic sections
in the 3rd century BC.
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Conic sections: circle

A horizontal slice.
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Conic sections: ellipse

Small perturbation of a horizontal
slice.
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Conic sections: hyperbola

A vertical slice.
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Conic sections: parabola

Diagonal slice.
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Conic sections: pair of lines

Vertical slice through the vertex.
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Conic sections: double line

Diagonal slice through the vertex.
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Algebraic perspective

I Every conic section is the solution of a quadratic equation in two
variables, x and y :

I circle: x2 + y2 = 1;

I ellipse: x2/2 + y2 = 1;

I hyperbola: x2 − y2 = 1;

I parabola: y = x2;

I pair of lines: x2 − y2 = (x + y)(x − y) = 0;

I double line: x2 = 0.

I The algebraic perspective both unifies and offers the opportunity to
consider more complicated examples:
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Increasing the degree

I We can increase the degree of the polynomial.

I If we go from degree two to three we get cubics instead of conics.

E.g.,
y2 = x3 y2 = x3 + x2 or y2 = x3 − x :

Newton, circa 1700, looked at cubics and found 72 different (topological) types of
cubics.
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Increasing the number of variables

I We can increase the number of variables.

I If we go from two to three variables we get surfaces instead of curves.

I E.g. x2 + y2 = z2, xy = zw , Clebsch cubic;

I Cayley communicated to the Royal society the discovery of the 27 lines on a cubic
surface in 1869.
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27 lines on the Clebsch cubic
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Increasing the number of equations

I Perhaps the most interesting possibility is to increase the number of equations.

I If we go from one equation to two equations, in three variables, we get curves in
space.

I E.g. plane sections of the cone give conics in space. Twisted cubic in space.

I Future challenge: One interesting scientific challenge of the twenty first century
will be to understand both theoretically and practically how to solve large systems
of polynomial equations in lots of variables.

I Many of the interesting practical applications of algebraic geometry involve
solving such systems.
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Painting perspectives

I A picture is a two dimensional representation of a three
dimensional world.

I The painter looks at what he wants to paint and puts paint on
the canvas accordingly.

I Light travels from the object to the painter and crosses the
canvas at some point.

I There is a line from the painter’s eye to the object and this line
crosses the canvas at some point.

I Geometrically we are projecting from a point, the painter’s eye.

I To every point of space we associate a point on the canvas,
except the painter’s eye itself.

I To better understand what is happening, mathematically it is
convenient to drop the dimension.
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A mathematical perspective
I Project from the origin (0, 0) to the line x = 1.

I We connect every point p = (x , y) to a point q of the line
x = 1.

I q has coordinates (1, y/x). y/x is the slope of the line
connecting the origin to the point (x , y).

I q = (1, 0) corresponds to the line through the origin with slope
zero, a horizontal line.

I q = (1,∞) corresponds to lines with slope infinity through the
origin, a vertical line.

I But where do we send the origin, the point p = (0, 0)?

I Zen-like question: what is the slope of the line connecting the
origin to the origin? What is the ratio 0/0?

I Mathematical fix: We construct a new surface, with the origin
replaced with a line representing all slopes. We blow up the
origin.

(x , y)

(1, y/x)
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The cubic surface revisited
I The Italian school of algebraic geometry developed a different approach to

understanding algebraic varieties (solutions to polynomial equations). The goal is
classification.

I This method relies on the process of blowing up and blowing down lines on
surfaces. For example, here is how they described the 27 lines on a cubic surface.

I If we pick six skew lines on the cubic surface, we can replace them by six points,
to get the usual plane (we blow down the six lines).

I The 27 lines on the cubic are: the six skew lines, the fifteen lines connecting the
six points we blow up and the six conics which pass through five of the six points.

27 = 6 + 15 + 6.
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Lines on quintic threefolds

I Quintic threefolds in four space are defined by a single equation.

I For example, x5 + y5 + z5 + t5 = 1.

I Smooth quintic threefolds contain 2,875 lines, 609,250 conics, 31,720,635 twisted
cubics, ....

I Question: For each degree are there only finitely many such curves?

I New feature: One can blow down a line on a quintic threefold and blow up the
line in a different way.

I This is a fundamentally new geometric operation, called a flop, which only
appears in dimension three and higher.

I Closely related to flops are flips.
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Flips and flops

In this schematic picture of a flip the red
line is flipped to the blue line.

Fundamental question: Blow ups first appear in dimension two, flips and flops in
dimension three. Is there a similar feature in higher dimensions?
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Threefolds and beyond

I Shigefumi Mori introduced a program, c. 1980, called the minimal model program,
to generalise the work of the Italian school to threefolds and higher dimensions.

I Start with any algebraic variety and repeatedly blow down and flip spurious
subvarieties (lines, planes, ...) until we get to an algebraic variety with a simpler
geometry. Mori showed existence of flips via an explicit construction.

I Based on the work of many, many others, Birkar, Cascini, Hacon and I finished
many of the important steps of Mori’s program in all dimensions (existence of flips
and termination in special cases). Existence of flips uses algebra.

I One major outstanding problem is to show that this program works in complete
generality (the algorithm terminates), that there is no infinite sequence of flips.
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Future directions: extending the MMP to other geometries

I The minimal model program is a very powerful tool to understand algebraic
varieties.

I Quite recently geometers started to realise the philosophy of the MMP can be
extended to other contexts:

I Kähler manifolds, where there are no polynomial equations.

I characteristic p geometry, where we replace ordinary numbers by number modulo
p (clock arithmetic). 9 + 5 = 2 mod 12.

I and foliations, which study vector fields on varieties.

I This work is exciting as it is quite unexpected that one can use the MMP in these
contexts.
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Future directions: moduli of varieties
I Varieties are often parametrised by continuous geometric invariants, radius of a

circle, length, area, volume.

I Four points on a line have one invariant up to projection, called the cross-ratio.
I These invariants are collectively called moduli.
I This means that the collection of varieties with a given shape form one continuous

family which is, somewhat miracuously, an algebraic variety.
I The moduli space of curves has been very heavily studied.
I Recent progress in the MMP gives the opportunity to study higher dimensional

moduli spaces, moduli spaces of surfaces, threefolds and so on.
I This subject is so new, it is not even clear yet what are the correct questions to

ask.
I These slides were produced using LaTeX (beamer and TikZ) and surf (a program

to draw curves and surfaces).
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